INTRODUCTION

Fires are burning faster than ever. Changes in the structural components used in home construction, as well as use of more synthetic materials in common household items (known in the fire service as “fuel loads”), has resulted in residential house fires burning at rates far faster than in the past. While overall firefighter deaths have decreased over...
the past thirty years, the rate of fire deaths that occur as a result of injuries sustained inside the actual fire structure has increased.\textsuperscript{2} The rates at which these fires burn are inextricably connected to the increased deaths and injuries inflicted upon firefighters operating at these fast-paced infernos.\textsuperscript{3}

The National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) and the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) report that, nationwide, there is a lack of sufficient fire department staffing.\textsuperscript{4} As a result, millions of dollars are spent in “time-lost injuries,” and numerous line-of-duty deaths every year.\textsuperscript{5} One way that fire departments attempt to get more personnel on-scene to decrease firefighter injuries and deaths is through a process called mutual aid.

Mutual aid is the concept in which one (or many) emergency service providers share their resources and personnel with another provider, organization, or government in times of emergency.\textsuperscript{6} Mutual aid responses tend to be rooted in agreements between individual agencies: “between state[s] and localities in th[ose] state[s]; . . . between two or more states in a region; between states and tribes; or internationally between states and neighboring jurisdictions” in other nations.\textsuperscript{7} Just as there are numerous types of mutual aid agreements, there are similarly numerous methods for putting these agreements into action. The agreements can be codified through state, local, or national legislatures and/or through informal agreements, typically in the form of memoranda of understanding (MOUs) that spell out how resources will be provided.
cross jurisdictional lines.\textsuperscript{8}

This concept of mutual aid in America can be traced back early into American history. The nation’s first fire department was founded well before the Declaration of Independence. In 1678, Boston, then a city of less than 4,500 people,\textsuperscript{9} established the first fire department in America,\textsuperscript{10} importing the first fire engine from London.\textsuperscript{11} Mutual aid agreements likely followed shortly thereafter to ensure that adequate staffing and apparatus arrived on scene to address whatever intricacies the incident presented.

While localized mutual aid, specifically within states or between states, is well practiced and has a long-standing history, the concepts of broader national and international mutual aid are more recent developments. Indeed, one of the earliest examples of a national mutual aid policy comes from the late 1940s and early 1950s when the U.S. was concerned about a nuclear attack from the Soviet Union.\textsuperscript{12} In 1950, through Executive Order 10,186, President Truman established the Federal Civil Defense Administration.\textsuperscript{13} The Administrator of the agency was then charged with, inter alia, “assist[ing] and encourag[ing] . . . States or groups of States or any one or more States and any neighboring state, province, or similar political subdivision of a foreign country . . . in negotiating and entering into agreements or compacts for mutual aid across State lines . . .”\textsuperscript{14}

Stemming from the aforementioned Executive Order and similar directives from the legislature, there are now three international mutual aid agreements (or compacts) that exist between the United States and Canada.\textsuperscript{15} However, these international agreements are insufficient in
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their current state as they do not contemplate, or account for, the most frequent use of mutual aid: localized rapid responses to scenes of structure fires or complex rescues. Similarly, they do not provide a basis or means for which emergency responders can cross the border in an expeditious and secure manner. Though technology exists to facilitate more rapid responses, a system utilizing that technology has yet to come on line.

The Northern Emergency Management Assistance Compact (NEMAC) is the most recent of the three international mutual aid agreements between the U.S. and Canada, ratified by the U.S. Congress in January 2013.\textsuperscript{16} The ratifying legislation provides consent to the agreement between the states of Illinois, Indiana, North Dakota, Michigan, Minnesota, Montana, Ohio, North Dakota, Wisconsin, New York, Pennsylvania, and the Canadian provinces of Alberta, Ontario, Manitoba, and Saskatchewan.\textsuperscript{17} The stated purpose of the law “is to provide for the possibility of mutual assistance among the participating jurisdictions in managing any emergency or disaster when the affected jurisdiction or jurisdictions ask for assistance,” regardless of whether it arises from a natural disaster, manmade disaster or other form of “civil emergency . . .”\textsuperscript{18} The other two agreements have similarly stated purposes and are comprised of other states/provinces that are sufficiently close to the border to warrant being included in such agreements.\textsuperscript{19} However, again, all three agreements lack foresight into the uniquely localized nature that most mutual aid responses entail. As will be discussed in greater detail below, the present framework upon which these agreements rest fails in that it imposes burdensome, time-consuming, and impractical requirements on responders before they engage in any sort of mutual aid response.

This paper will utilize the framework set forth in NEMAC as a means to simplify and interpret the processes and dictates set forth in the other two agreements. It will similarly use NEMAC as a grounds upon which recommendations can be implemented and extrapolated to for the other, already established, compacts/agreements. For purposes of
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illustration, the breakdown of how the remaining agreements are distributed amongst the states and provinces is represented in the below graphic from the Council of State Governors (CSG).

While these statutes establish the authorizations available to states and provinces to offer mutual aid equipment and personnel, no concrete method for achieving rapid border crossing has taken hold. It bears noting, though, that there are certain pre-clearance mechanisms already authorized to be put in place in order to minimize border wait times and increase efficiency in emergency cross-border responses. However,

national programs, utilizing state of the art technology to streamline and uniformly decrease border wait times while simultaneously maintaining vigilant protection of each nations’ borders have not been adopted. Indeed, a recent report by the National Public Safety Telecommunications Council (U.S.) and the Canadian Interoperability Technology Interest Group identified, as a goal, “national[] standardized approach[es] for emergency vehicle border crossings. . .”

This paper will analyze the legal framework of authorizations that exist to facilitate border crossings in emergency scenarios and will review options to further expedite those crossings while retaining the highest possible vigilance. Specifically, the paper will review and analyze the following: anecdotal evidence of a failed emergency border crossing, current cross-border mutual aid enabling legislation, the NEMAC model, current methods for cross-border responses, threats posed to national security by cross-border emergency responses, and available technology to expedite border crossing. Finally, this paper will discuss recommendations to outfit cross-national responding apparatus with an EZ-Pass like device, similar to the NEXUS program currently in use at many border crossings. Accordingly, this paper will review the efficacy of the NEXUS program and how that program, or a similar program, could be used to facilitate rapid and efficient border crossings for cross-national mutual aid purposes while continuing to maintain perimeter security in both the U.S. and Canada.

I. CASE STUDY: ROUSES POINT, NEW YORK FIRE

In November 2007, the Rouses Point Volunteer Fire Department in Clinton County, New York was battling a fire at the Anchorage Inn restaurant – a local landmark – when conditions warranted calling for mutual aid. Rouses Point is a rural town with only about 2,209 residents, which severely restricts the population pool from which the fire department can recruit firefighters. This means that the department must rely on mutual aid agreements with neighboring departments, both


in the U.S. and Canada. Pursuant to a longstanding agreement (initiated in the 1950s), Rouses Point Volunteer Fire Chief Michael LeBlanc made the call to initiate a response from four fire departments across the border in Quebec, as well as several local U.S. departments.

The historical mutual aid agreement, utilized during the Anchorage Inn restaurant fire, comprises all fire departments in the county of Clinton, New York, as well as four Canadian departments and two departments in Vermont. When the call is made to request additional resources from neighboring departments, the incident commander will radio Clinton County’s dispatch, who then calls its Canadian counterpart to send out the tones (dispatch) to the Canadian departments that are being requested. Then, either the requesting fire department or the requesting dispatch center will call U.S. Customs and Border Patrol to inform them that they have initiated mutual aid from a Canadian department and give the location of where the responding apparatus will be headed in the U.S. When the responding Canadian apparatus make it to the physical border crossing, they are not simply waved through. Instead, they usually have to inform the customs officer how many people are on board, and may be asked additional questions.

In this particular instance, in November 2007, firefighters responding from Lacolle, Quebec reported that when they arrived at the Rouses Point border crossing, with lights and sirens activated, they were held up and questioned for fifteen minutes. During the questioning, inspection of the firefighters’ documentation, and running the license plate on the truck, the fire in Rouses Point raged on with firefighters fatiguing from battling the blaze. Indeed, the chief of the Quebec department that responded noted that in the thirty years he had been crossing the border during mutual aid responses, the only question he has
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ever been asked by border agents was "‘Where’s the fire?’". This time, however, Chief Hébert stated that U.S. customs officials requested photo identification and held up the responding apparatus because the IDs the Canadian firefighters had did not contain date of birth or expiration date information.

According to Chris Trombley, another chief on scene at the fire, four additional fire departments that responded to the call were also held up for two minutes at the border while officials conducted similar checks to those on the Lacolle truck. This, Chief Trombley stated, is still significantly longer than border holdups in the past. Chief Trombley reports that typical border crossing times for fire apparatus coming through under emergency scenarios are thirty seconds or less. This, of course, has to be the case, for on the fireground, every minute that passes between a call for mutual aid and the arrival of the responding apparatus is invaluable. Fatigued firefighters are more prone to injury, and, in extreme cases, even death. Accordingly, if firefighters are held up in their mutual aid response, other firefighters’ lives are put at increased risk.

At the Anchorage Inn restaurant fire a firefighter was injured during operations. Chief LeBlanc reported that the firefighter suffered from minor smoke inhalation and was treated on scene. While this injury was relatively inconsequential and cannot definitively be connected to the delayed response by the Quebec departments, it illustrates the inherent danger of operating on the fireground and the possibility for injury. The chance of injury increases when there are insufficient or fatigued personnel on the scene. Chief Trombley stated that he felt that the outcome of the fire would have changed had the Quebec firefighters not been delayed at the border.
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While meetings have occurred between parties on both sides of the border, including fire and customs enforcement officials, no concrete nationalized plan has taken hold. Despite claims by U.S. officials that the event was an isolated instance, at least one person from the New York State Association of Fire Chiefs reports that this is “not an entirely isolated incident.”\(^{43}\) With an average of four to five cross-border responses every month,\(^{44}\) there is certainly a chance, even a likelihood, that responding apparatus and personnel will be held up at the border again.

This case study illustrates that even when a longstanding mutual aid agreement is in place, the need for heightened security in a post-9/11 world may hinder the operation of that agreement. Of course, none of the fire departments involved, nor the federal border protection agencies, are to blame here. In order to ensure that this type of scenario does not become more widespread, an international plan must be developed to facilitate rapid border crossing in times of localized emergency. Any plan must take into consideration the need for expedited border crossing and the hurried nature in which firefighters assemble their gear and make their way from their homes to the firehouse before responding on the apparatus. This includes accounting for the fact that frequently, when firefighters rush from their homes in the middle of the night to respond to a call, they do not necessarily stop to think if they have their passports or licenses. Leveraging existing technology could likely remedy the aforementioned issues with limited need for significant infrastructure investment. The following sections will describe the current cross-border mutual aid enabling legislation and how that legislation can be utilized to facilitate rapid emergency response across national boundaries.

II. CURRENT CROSS-BORDER MUTUAL AID ENABLING LEGISLATION

The authority for states to enter into compacts or agreements with other states, and foreign nations, comes from the “compact clause” of the United States Constitution.\(^{45}\) The clause provides that “[n]o State shall, without the Consent of Congress . . . enter into any Agreement or Compact with another State, or with a foreign Power. . . .”\(^{46}\) Accordingly, in order for any state or a conglomerate of states to enter into an agreement with each other and/or with foreign nations or provinces,
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congressional consent is required.

With at least one of the regional agreements listed above, there was no significant debate in the United States Congress regarding the compact between the U.S. states and Canadian provinces, partly because by the time the agreement reached Congress, all the affected states and provinces had already ratified or agreed to the compact.47 In another one of the compacts, the agreement had already been operating for a number of years before the U.S. Congress took on the job of consenting to the agreement.48 Thus, while Congress must provide assent/consent to these sorts of agreements, doing so is simply more of a rubber stamp than a hotly contested enactment.

There exists an additional source of authority for agreements between states and their neighbors (be those other states or countries) in the Stafford Act (42 U.S.C. 5121-207). In particular, 42 U.S.C. § 5196(a) sets forth that the Administrator of the Federal Emergency Management Agency is to give assistance to the states, going through the Department of State, in setting up mutual aid agreements between the states and with neighboring countries.49

Canada has a similar statute, codified as the Emergency Management Act (S.C. 2007, c. 15), which sets forth that Canada’s Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness is free to put together “joint emergency management plans with” the U.S.50 The Minister is also permitted to coordinate responses by Canadian agencies to U.S. requests for emergency assistance.51 This statute parallels the Stafford Act and gives the Canadian Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness similar responsibilities and authorities to that of the Administrator of the Federal Emergency Management Agency.
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The treaty calls for the formation of a “consultative group” that includes, as co-chairs, the Executive Director of Emergency Planning for Canada, and the Director of the Federal Emergency Management Agency for the U.S.53 This treaty directs the consultative group to “consider means of cooperation in planning for comprehensive civil emergency management.”54 Additionally, the treaty calls for facilitation of “planning and development” of mutual aid civil emergency management for provinces and states.55 Most importantly for purposes of this paper, the treaty calls for the consultative group to “facilitate . . . the prompt entry into and exit from its territory of personnel, materials and equipment involved in cooperative programs covered under th[e] Agreement, subject to the applicable laws of each country.”56

In 2008, Canadian and U.S. officials added to the litany of existing compacts and agreements and signed the “Agreement Between the Government of the United States of America and the Government of Canada on Cooperation in Comprehensive Civil Emergency Management Cooperation” (hereinafter EMC).57 The EMC sets forth that the governments shall set up another “Consultative Group” that is charged with, amongst other things, “foster[ing] mutual assistance between Canada and the United States by facilitating, as appropriate, the prompt entry into and exit from their respective territories of personnel, equipment, resources, and services involved in cooperative programs . . . .”58 One problem though, is that as it was written, the consultative group consists only of representatives of federal agencies from the U.S. and Canada.59 However, the agreement does leave open that the group can be expanded to include “[r]epresentatives of other . . . government departments or agencies . . . as deemed appropriate by the Consultative Group.”60 Yet, without the built-in presence of state and local representatives, the group is missing the key component from which all emergency responses originate: the individual fire, EMS, and police departments from which resources are deployed.
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In 2011, President Obama and Canadian Prime Minister Harper announced, and set forth later that year, an action plan entitled *Beyond the Border: A Shared Vision for Perimeter Security and Economic Competitiveness*.61 The initiative is meant to embody a “shared approach to security in which both countries work together to address threats within, at, and away from our borders, while expediting lawful trade and travel.”62 This initiative set forth four “key areas of cooperation” on which each country would work together to achieve the goals set forth above, including detecting threats early.63 Much of the initial action plan, though, is directed towards responding to mass casualty events and national disasters, and how the two countries have and will continue to develop the infrastructure to ensure proper cross-border response and data sharing.64 However, this agreement, like other agreements discussed above, does not state how the countries are to address cross-border movement of emergency assets when the incident is more routine in nature; in other words, not a mass casualty event. The countries have, though, through conferences and subsequent agreements, made progress to enhance communications and data sharing between the countries’ border patrol and customs agencies, as well as local first responders.65 However, they still have yet to implement a national plan to facilitate efficient, timely, and secure border crossings for emergency personnel and vehicles during routine calls for mutual aid.66

III. THE NORTHERN EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE COMPACT (NEMAC) MODEL

The final authority for discussion in this area is the Northern Emergency Management Assistance Compact (NEMAC), which can be traced to the congressionally approved and presidentially ratified State and Province Emergency Management Assistance Memorandum of
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Cross-Border Emergency Response

Understanding (SPEMAMU), entered into law on January 14, 2013, SPEMAMU ultimately gave rise to NEMAC, but the enabling legislation for both is the same, Public Law 112-282. This legislation, which NEMAC adopted and then supplemented, sets the guidelines and standards for, amongst other things, cross-border emergency responses.

One of the things that both SPEMAMU and the bylaws that NEMAC created get right are that both address liability and credentialing recognition. Under these provisions of SPEMAMU and NEMAC, persons responding across the border will be afforded the same liability protections as responders in the requesting country. Similarly, a responder credentialed in one country shall be treated as if credentialed in the requesting country.

The problem with NEMAC, however, is that it primarily addresses large-scale disasters and does not contemplate the localized emergencies that most cross-border responses entail, such as structure fires, or complicated automobile-extrications. Although the homepage for the NEMAC website states that the NEMAC “can be used for any capability and capacity” and notes that this can include “natural disasters... to human-induced emergencies such as chemical spills and terrorist events,” this does not in fact appear to be practicable based on NEMAC’s operations manual.

Section I of NEMAC states that when use of the NEMAC system is needed and operations begin, the process “starts with the activation/alert phase.” This part of the process requires “completion of the International Request for Assistance Form” (hereinafter the Form). The Form is quite involved and goes so far as to require that the requesting state/province/agency “estimate[s] [the] costs for which an Assisting
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Jurisdiction may ask to be reimbursed.” Beyond simply requiring the filling out of a form before deployment of resources, the Form itself is so comprehensive and complex that it requires a full breakdown of travel costs, equipment costs, commodity costs, and “other costs,” as well as a breakdown of every responding personnel and how much they are paid. It bears noting that the Director of the Clinton County Office of Emergency Services states that when any department in his county responds to a mutual aid request across the border, there is no agreement for, nor expectation of, reimbursement.78

Also noteworthy is that the Form has legal implications for its signatories. Section I states that the Form will, upon signing by both the requesting agency and assisting jurisdiction “constitute a legally binding contract for services to be provided.” This exhaustive form, with potentially nerve-racking consequences, can hardly be expeditious enough to be warranted when only requesting resources for a localized incident.

What further delays a prompt response, and thereby all but precludes localized mutual aid, is the second phase in the operations manual, the “Mission Specific Preparation” phase. This phase entails “mobilization and dispatch of staff or teams, initial briefings, necessary arrangements for visa and permits and logistical provisions.” Arrangement for visas and permits is a lengthy process that, in the current climate, would never happen quickly enough for requested resources to show up in enough time to be useful. To be effective emergency responders must, especially at the local level, be able to receive a dispatch, immediately gather the requested resources and personnel, and make their way to the scene. There is, no doubt, some specialized resources that are so incident specific that mobilization is impossible in a short time (i.e. the Federal Emergency Management Agency’s Urban Search and Rescue teams). Due to the complexity of such responses, the tasks the personnel will be requested to do, and the fact that in many scenarios the mutual aid resources are providing recovery services as opposed to disaster response services, such delays may be acceptable.81
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In NEMAC, though, the “Mission Specific Preparations” and “Mobilization” phases are the most pertinent, and simultaneously the most concerning aspects of NEMAC’s Operations Manual. Section 1 spells out that during the mobilization phase, the requesting agency is to “be prepared to coordinate with Federal Partners to facilitate cross-border movement” as well as to inform the responding agency “of any requirements associated with cross-border movements.” Section 3.4 provides that during the “Mission Specific Preparations Phase,” if there will be a border crossing, “the Requesting Jurisdiction should coordinate with federal border authorities to ensure they are aware of the situation and are prepared to expedite the crossing to the extent they are able to do so.” What is missing from this directive, however, is how the Requesting Jurisdiction accomplishes this. Similarly, there is limited suggestion as to what type of documentation will be, or more importantly, should be required in order to cross the border.

What is also noticeably absent from the entire NEMAC framework is expediency. This Compact appears to be a model for large-scale responses and does not cater, nor provide guidance, to run-of-the-mill localized responses. While there is no doubt that there is a need for a framework facilitating organized and substantial responses, the vast majority of emergencies are relatively small in nature. The above case study illustrates that rapid responses are vital and small towns frequently need expeditious responses from agencies outside their district/jurisdiction, and sometimes outside their home country. The requesting and responding departments cannot be bogged down in a cost analysis before every mutual aid response; they must instead rely on the belief or expectation that they will be properly reimbursed when they return from their mission or, as in the case of Clinton County, expect no reimbursement whatsoever. That is not to say that pre-planning and agreements set forth in advance of the call for help are ill advised. Rather, the agreements need to have an element of flexibility, and trust that the responding agency will not overbill or send more than what is requested.
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and then later ask for full reimbursement. Authors of an agreement or compact of the future would do well to bear in mind that the vast majority of cross-border emergency response requests will likely take the form of small responses to localized emergencies where quick and efficient mobilization is paramount to limiting loss of life or property.

IV. CURRENT BORDER-CROSSING METHOD FOR FIRST RESPONDERS

As was set forth earlier, mutual aid agreements are the primary method by which first responders quickly make entry into another country. These mutual aid agreements are unique, and are not held to a national standard, which is particularly problematic because of the complex jurisdictional dynamic present in these types of responses. Specifically, almost every fire department responding across the border is a local governmental organization. However, responsibility to secure the border by way of creating and staffing border-crossing locations falls upon the federal government. This creates an interagency communication problem that requires specific knowledge of how to navigate the regulatory structure of both federal and state laws on border requirements, emergency responder requirements, and radio and telecommunication requirements.

Because the majority of these agreements are informal and are not required to meet any national standards, they run the risk of lacking provisions dealing with liability and credential recognition. If these essential provisions are not included in a mutual agreement, there may be a chilling effect on potential first responders. A national standard, negotiated jointly between Canada and the U.S., would help fill in the gap and ensure that first responders are protected from civil and criminal liability when responding across national boundaries. It is vital that this standard be a national one, given the role that border protection takes on in both Canada and the U.S. That is, because all cross-border mutual responses have to go through federally administered border-crossings,


86. In New York, fire districts can only be authorized and created by the town(s) in which the fire department wishes to operate. N.Y. Town Law § 170 (Consol. 2015).

state-by-state or even regional plans would be insufficient to fix this already broken model of trans-national emergency response. That being said, any national standard that is developed should be done with the input of local agencies that are the initial responders when the tones are dispatched for an emergency. Without the involvement of local agencies, who understand and can communicate the intricacies of how responses are dispatched, organized, and executed, any national plan will be severely lacking. Given the varying sizes and types of departments that exist throughout the U.S., a national policy should include a tiered approach in which the variability of the size and types of departments is contemplated. Such a tiered policy would take into account the differing nature of volunteer and career departments, as well as differences in the available resources that each department can call upon without the use of mutual aid.

The national standard must also include details on how first responder agencies along the border are to screen applicants for membership in their organizations. Any persons coming into the U.S. or Canada in such a rapid fashion must not have any serious red flags on their record. The Director of the Clinton County Office of Emergency Services echoed this sentiment as a means to avoid delays at the border similar to the Rouses Point fire case study discussed above. This can be accomplished through the use of the technology discussed below, or simply through more stringent background checks on firefighter applicants. A wise choice would entail some combination of the elements of both technology and more comprehensive background checks.

V. THREATS POSE TO NATIONAL SECURITY BY CROSS-BORDER EMERGENCY RESPONSE IN THE CURRENT ENVIRONMENT

Fire departments, as a general rule, do not apply particularly rigorous standards to background checks of prospective members. According to this author’s research, there is no uniform policy throughout the U.S. that mandates what a fire department, or any other type of first responder organization must review in determining an applicant’s qualifications. In the historically less strict volunteer departments where members do not directly receive taxpayer dollars in the form of paychecks, standards for background checks are completely left up to the individual state. Only in December of 2014 did New York law require
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that prospective volunteer firefighters undergo criminal history background checks.\textsuperscript{90} Even these checks only delved into the applicant’s criminal history as related to convictions in which the applicant was required to register as a sex offender or convictions for arson.\textsuperscript{91}

The lack of any uniform standard for background checks poses a unique problem for fire departments in rural border regions in the U.S (and likely Canada as well). Due to the location of these departments, and the correspondingly low populations from which to draw volunteers from, they will likely be called upon to assist departments in other parts of their state or neighboring states. More importantly, they may be called upon to respond to emergencies across the border in Canada, or vice versa. This would logically lead one to believe that they would conduct probing background checks, including searches into the Terrorist Screening Database. However, only five agencies have access to this database, none of which are local police departments, which now run the majority of background checks for fire departments.\textsuperscript{92} As the U.S. Customs and Border Protection Agency (CBP) is one of the five agencies allowed access to this database, it would be prudent for background checks of volunteers in these border areas to be done in conjunction with a CBP review of the Terrorist Screening Database.\textsuperscript{93} This is one step to ensuring that when emergency responders are called to respond across the border, there is a lower risk that a known terrorist will be able to sneak in.

Simply stated, at this point there is no uniform national policy for guaranteeing the qualifications (in terms of criminal background) of emergency responders. This poses a very real threat to U.S. security if the same practices hold true in Canadian fire departments. As the law stands now, even known terrorists could potentially become firefighters in the U.S. When the call rings out for cross-border assistance, they could cross the border and disappear into Canada, or vice-versa. This is an unacceptable practice that must be remedied in order to maintain the highest degree of national security and to prevent terrorists from sneaking
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into either country.

The November 2015 attacks in Paris prove that terrorists can, and will, exploit any avenues possible in order to gain access into a country in which they intend to carry out attacks. In one of those tragic attacks, a member of the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIS) snuck into Europe posing as a refugee from the Syrian crisis.\textsuperscript{94} The U.S. only realized the similarly exploitable nature of our borders as means for terrorist entry after the September 11 attacks.\textsuperscript{95} Ten years later, the Commissioner of the CBP found that the bigger threat of cross-border terrorist entry into the U.S. came from Canada, and not Mexico as many had speculated.\textsuperscript{96} He noted that there were more cases of persons trying to cross the U.S.-Canada border with “suspected . . . alliances with terrorist organizations” than there were similarly affiliated persons trying to cross the U.S.-Mexico border.\textsuperscript{97} Another report notes that none of the jihadist plots that have targeted the U.S. have had ties to a U.S.-Mexico border link.\textsuperscript{98}

It is apparent the terror threat to the U.S. from Canada is far more pressing than any perceived threat emanating from the United States’ southern border.\textsuperscript{99} While there has never been a reported stop of a person suspected of terrorist ties by customs officials along the U.S.-Mexico border, there have been multiple stops of such persons along the northern border.\textsuperscript{100} Some even suspect that there may be terrorist personnel stationed in Canada whose sole responsibility is to generate fake passports and other documentation for Al Qaeda.\textsuperscript{101}
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\textsuperscript{101} Oriana Zill, Crossing Borders: How Terrorists Use Fake Passports, Visas, and Other Identity Documents, PBS FRONTLINE, available at http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/trail/etc/fake.html (last visited Oct. 22,
The aforementioned problem is confounded by Canada’s immigration policies wherein persons claiming refugee status are not detained while their status as such is adjudicated.\textsuperscript{102} Indeed, Canadian refugee claimants can travel wherever they please within Canada while their status is being determined.\textsuperscript{103} As a result, thousands of these refugee-seeking claimants never appear for their court dates.\textsuperscript{104} Although often overly exaggerated, differences in U.S. and Canadian immigration policies pose problems for both countries in maintaining heightened security. This supports and demonstrates the need for the U.S. and Canada to analyze, review, and/or implement protocols to ensure that there are no avenues that terrorists can exploit to unlawfully enter these countries, such as through the use of emergency response vehicles. If entry is made into one of the two countries, it increases the risk that entry will be made into the neighboring country as well. When observing the security issues present along the northern U.S. border, it becomes apparent that increased vigilance is needed to safeguard against possible terrorist exploitation of emergency cross-border mutual aid.

As stated earlier, one problem that exists and poses a threat to both Canada and the U.S. is the relaxed standards when it comes to background checks for emergency responders. However, there is an understandable basis for this. Departments have been somewhat lethargic in implementing upgraded background checks because they are significantly more expensive than basic ones. Additionally, heightened scrutiny may result in more applicants being ineligible for service. Combined, this is a very daunting scenario for departments that are squeezed for funding and similarly are experiencing low volunteer rates.\textsuperscript{105} The table below, from the National Volunteer Fire Council (NVFC), illustrates this trend in low volunteerism:\textsuperscript{106}
The information put out by the NVFC also shows that smaller communities rely heavily on volunteer firefighters. While this is certainly laudable, it begs the question of whether those departments will have the funds (or applicant base) to run extensive background checks to ensure that they are accepting candidates who do not pose a threat to national security. Where they do not have such funds, they must rely on less expensive background checks because more expensive ones would either a) reduce the available resources for life-saving tools and equipment, or b) reduce their qualified applicant pool.

The lack of a national policy on background checks, much less an international policy regarding the same, leaves open the possibility that terrorists could be smuggled into the U.S. or Canada on fire apparatus or other emergency vehicles. A key component of any future legislation or treaty that concerns mutual aid between the U.S. and Canada should be a policy that ensures all those emergency responders who may be called upon to cross the border have undergone thorough background checks to ensure their suitability for such travel. One way in which this can be accomplished would be by bringing the CBP in to participate in the screening of new applicants. With CBP’s access to the Terrorist Screening Database, departments would, at a minimum, be able to
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identify and exclude those persons known, or suspected, to be terrorists or who may have ties to terrorist organizations.

VI. AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGY TO EXPEDITE BORDER CROSSING

There is ample technology, and in several places the infrastructure already exists which can be leveraged to expedite border crossing for emergency responders while maintaining heightened vigilance. All of the following technologies can be taken and adapted to fit the needs of emergency responders and the vehicles in which they cross borders. Utilizing modified versions of these technologies would no doubt be costly, but it is necessary, as described earlier, to implement a uniform national standard to keep U.S. and Canadian borders secure. As noted above, fire department background checks are notoriously superficial, and utilization of one of the below technologies will reduce the likelihood that an emergency responder, unknown to be dangerous, will utilize a cross-border emergency response to gain access into the U.S. or Canada.

Presently, many border crossing locations have license plate readers that scan a crosser’s license plate and pull up information on the CBP officers’ computer regarding the crosser’s previous travel history. 108 The computers “analyze passage histories” and determine whether the crosser has “suspicious travel patterns.” 109 If the computer does alert the CBP official to suspicious patterns, the crosser may be subject to more strictly scrutinized questioning and possibly a secondary inspection. 110 When pulled over for secondary inspection, additional information is gathered and entered into the database in which the CBP officer originally viewed information regarding the crossers’ license plates. 111 This database uses not only information acquired by CBP from prior crossings, but also integrates data “sourced up from a number of [other] law enforcement agencies.” 112

Additionally, at every U.S. border crossing location (and many Canadian crossings), there is an RFID card reader that can scan U.S.
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Passport cards, border-crossing cards, and SENTRI cards. This information is then pulled up on the computer for the CBP officer to review. Each of the options in which RFID cards are used require that the person wishing to cross the border using these cards obtain clearance ahead of time through an application process.

SENTRI is a part of the Trusted Travelers group of programs administered by CBP. SENTRI cardholders must undergo a “rigorous background check and in-person interview” before they can utilize the benefits of the program. Once given access, the program expedites travel through U.S. Customs locations along the Southern border.

SENTRI cardholders are allowed through dedicated lanes and generally enjoy reduced inspection times. SENTRI cardholders also are allowed to use NEXUS (discussed below) lanes when entering the U.S. from Canada. Additionally, they may use the Global Entry (discussed below) kiosk when coming into the U.S. by air. According to a private company specializing in immigration visa applications, SENTRI cardholders only spend about ten seconds at the border (without traffic).

A similar program called NEXUS is in operation along the northern border. Use of this program also requires an in-depth background check.
similar to the SENTRI program. Using NEXUS allows for “expedited processing when entering the United States and Canada” and also includes the ability to use the Global Entry system when entering the U.S. by air. An RFID chip in the NEXUS card contains information about the travelers, which is then called up onto a screen for the CBP officer to review as the traveler approaches the inspection booth. Pictures of every traveler associated with each card are pulled up for the CBP officer to review, and to ensure that in fact those are the persons in the vehicle.

In order to use the NEXUS lane, every person in the vehicle must be a member of the NEXUS program. The Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA) states that when crossing at a land border using NEXUS it should take only seconds to clear through inspection. CBSA also reports that when members use the kiosks in airports the process is completed using, amongst other things, biometrics to check the identity of the traveler. A representative of the CBSA stated that when people apply for NEXUS membership they capture an image of the applicant’s iris, and then “when [they are] processed through the [airport] kiosk it would confirm [their] identity by using [their] iris . . . .” While the processing at an airport is a little longer than processing at a land crossing, it still only takes a few minutes. It bears noting, though, that NEXUS airport kiosks and lanes at land crossings only exist at limited locations.

Another component of the Trusted Travelers apparatus is the Free
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and Secure Trade (FAST) program. This program is only for border crossers engaged in inter-border commerce (i.e. trucks carrying goods across the border) between the United States and Canada and the United States and Mexico. Participation in the program is limited because in order to qualify to hold a FAST card, every aspect of the supply chain for the goods being carried has to be vetted by CBP using the Customs-Trade Partnership Against Terrorism (C-TPAT). The Partnership is comprised of companies that have signed a pledge to “work with CBP to protect the supply chain, identify security gaps, and implement specific security measures and best practices.” The member companies are required to spell out the specific security measures they have in place and to answer many questions from C-TPAT. If they are cleared by C-TPAT, the company is considered low-risk and the trucks carrying their goods are less likely to be pulled over and examined at the border.

The eligibility requirements for participation in FAST do not stop with inspections and vetting of the companies in the supply chain, they also apply to the actual truck drivers. Driver eligibility is twofold with continuous vetting and renewal vetting. Continuous vetting occurs every twenty-four hours and is comprised of searches of U.S. law enforcement databases to ensure that the drivers maintain low-risk status. The second component is renewal vetting, which is comprised of another search of law enforcement databases combined with “in-person interviews, document reviews, and fingerprint identification.” This renewal vetting occurs once every five years. FAST currently has more than 78,000 certified drivers and C-TPAT boasts more than 10,000
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member companies. Finally, CBP began field testing a technology called the Biometric Exit Mobile (BE-Mobile) in July 2015 to enable law enforcement to get real-time biometric data on outgoing foreign nationals, as well as to ensure that persons who entered on temporary visas leave when they are supposed to. Through the program CBP officers will carry handheld mobile device to collect fingerprints from persons leaving the country. These fingerprints will then be compared against fingerprints that were “collected when the traveler entered the United States.” This technology is only being used with regards to non-U.S. citizens.

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS

Any plan to expedite border crossing for emergency responders must have significant input from the very first-responders it will be affecting. As the most frequent cross-border emergency responders are local agencies authorized by towns, counties, or cities, these governmental entities must be included in the discussions that frame border crossing plans. They cannot, however, be left to do this alone, for the duty of border protection is entrusted to the federal governments of the U.S. and Canada. Additionally, the U.S. federal government holds the resources that would be able to fund the implementation of the technology for both the border crossing locations as well as the Department of Homeland Security grants that give money to agencies to purchase the technology or background checks necessary to comply with a nationalized plan.

In order to facilitate expeditious border crossing for emergency responders while continuing to maintain heightened security vigilance in a post-9/11 era, it is imperative that the federal governments of both the U.S. and Canada implement broad national policies that leverage border-crossing infrastructures already in place. The plan(s) must be national, though, because of the potential for multi-state cross-border responses. Uniformity is paramount to the success of maintaining security and efficiency.
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Use of technology that relies on RFID scanners is an intelligent jumping-off point to speed crossings at the border. As stated above, every northern U.S. border crossing location already employs RFID readers to scan NEXUS cards, SENTRI cards, and enhanced drivers licenses. Using RFID readers will expedite border crossing by allowing customs officials to pull up pictures and pedigree information on passengers approaching the checkpoint. When the vehicle reaches the checkpoint, all the officer must do is verify that every picture matches up with someone on board the vehicle. As soon as that is completed, the officer can wave the vehicle through. This entire process could take as little as ten seconds.

Use of RFID technology alone, while certainly serving the goal of increasing speed and efficiency for border crossing, does not necessarily by itself maintain heightened security. Implementation of a screening process for all emergency responders that have the potential to cross the border must be a part of the national policies. Two of the aforementioned technologies may be useful in achieving this security: NEXUS and FAST. As most emergency response departments are public agencies, access by the public to them may not be strictly scrutinized making it an avenue by which people may slip dangerous items onto cross-border emergency response vehicles. Accordingly, use of a program like FAST, which utilizes C-TPAT and routine CBP visits to the entire supply-chain involved in the manufacture of the goods being transported across the border is a potential solution to maintaining the secure integrity of cross-border emergency response apparatus. This, used in conjunction with a type of NEXUS program, which applies rigorous background checks to applicants, could result in an expeditious yet secure method to clear emergency responders through the border.

Further technological developments and integration will further expedite border crossing. For instance, use of a system akin to the highway toll EZ-Pass system in which each responding apparatus had a unique identifying tag affixed to its front windshield (or other reader-accessible location) would increase efficiency and speed. However,
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based on the nature of most emergency response vehicles in which no one individual is typically assigned to the same vehicle day in and day out, there would have to be some way for passengers to key into the transponder so when the vehicle approaches the border, the border patrol official knows who is on board.

CONCLUSIONS

The United States and Canada used to boast that the line dividing the two countries was the longest undefended border in the world. Slowly, over time, the notion of the undefended border eroded, and after the deadliest attack on American soil occurred on September 11, 2001, the game was forever changed. Initial responses to the 9/11 attacks suggested (incorrectly) that some of the hijackers had made their way into the U.S via the (perceived) “porous Canadian border.” Despite the incorrect reactions regarding how the hijackers got into the U.S., the damage had already been done and security along the border increased. This, however, is not necessarily a negative development because the largest threat to terrorist infiltration into America comes, not from the U.S.-Mexico border, but rather from the northern border with Canada.

The Department of Homeland Security reports that there has been a 500% increase in Border Patrol agents along the northern border since 9/11. This is certainly a laudable accomplishment, but there have been far reaching implications that have, amongst other things, affected cross-border emergency response. Stricter border security has made it more difficult, and more importantly, less expeditious, for mutual aid responses to occur across the border.

While there has been appreciable progress made in the past fifteen years to increase coordination and cooperation between the U.S. and Canada for securing the border, additional steps must be taken to assist emergency responders in carrying forth their charge of saving life and property. Any sort of solution to this problem cannot be rooted in
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individual state/province or conglomeration of state/province mutual aid plans. Involving federal, state, and local agencies is paramount to the success of any sort of plan to expedite cross border mutual aid. In addition to the fact that the federal government manages all border crossing and security, they also hold the majority of the funds to implement technological measures to improve border-crossing speed. It is also important that states and local agencies be included too as they are the actual ones engaged in the cross-border responses.

As was discussed above, the solution to the problem of delayed cross-border emergency response must be multi-faceted, including reforms to the form/type of background checks that are undertaken on applicants to emergency response agencies that are called upon for cross-border mutual aid. Additionally, technology must be leveraged to ensure that emergency responders who enter another country are accounted for and return to their home country when the incident comes to an end, or their services are no longer needed. However, this does not need to be an expensive undertaking though as the technology already exists and can be leveraged to facilitate expedient and secure crossing for critical life and property saving resources.

Resolution of the existing problem will take coordination between many factions of both the U.S. and Canadian governments. This life-and-death matter needs careful and thoughtful planning to ensure that those residing along the border receive adequate emergency services. Accordingly, a plan must not be rushed out without foresight into possible repercussions that could continue to negatively affect cross-border responses.